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• Holywell learning campus, which was “BIM Project
of the Year 2016”.
• John Lewis store at Victoria Gate, Leeds, a new
40,000m2 retail destination.

Thank you to staff and clients who contributed to this edition.
If you have any queries, please contact the editorial team:
communications@watermangroup.com

Our people provide the drive for innovation and
creative solutions and that is very much in evidence
in this publication.

Follow us on Twitter @Waterman_group

I welcome all of the new recruits who have joined
the “Waterman family” over the last year and I look
forward to showcasing their projects to the readers of
the Waterman Times in the future.

Follow Waterman Group on LinkedIn

Nick Taylor
Chief Executive
Image courtesy of James Jones

This publication was produced to ISO14001 Environmental Management System standard
and 95% of the waste created during the process was recycled. The materials used
included vegetable oil inks, elemental chlorine free pulp and fibre from PEFC managed
forests. The PEFC provides an assurance mechanism to purchasers of wood and paper
products that they are promoting the sustainable management of forests.
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Brief News
New contract win
with Merseytravel
UK: We are delighted to have been awarded a new
contract by Merseytravel to provide independent
scrutiny of major scheme business cases. This
appointment builds upon and extends the existing
four-year agreement with Merseytravel for which
we have provided services for approximately 60
schemes over the last two years.
The new contract commenced on 1st January 2017
and covers major transport schemes across the
Liverpool City Region for a 12-month period with
an option of contract extension.
Merseytravel delivers transport projects that
support the economic growth of Liverpool City
and aims to improve connectivity within the
region and beyond, enhancing customer experience
from ticket buying to maintaining the integrated
transport network.

A UK First!

Image courtesy of Fletcher Priest Architects

We have teamed up with Stanhope and Mitsui Fudosan UK in UK pilot of NABERS,
Australia's world leading office energy rating scheme.
UK: We are pleased to announce our involvement in an exciting
new pilot programme which employs the principles of the NABERS
(National Australian Build Environmental Rating System) scheme,
a new development leading the world in providing high performance
prime office space. Stanhope plc and Mitsui Fudosan, the scheme's
primary sponsors, have consented to the use of the new Angel Court,
Bank, office building in London for part of the study.

been appointed to test a ‘Design for Performance’ approach in UK
prime rented office developments, validating a building’s energy
consumption compared to that declared at Design stage. Our certified
NABERS assessors in Australia will be reviewing the project thermal
modelling and providing a performance rating for the development in
advance of occupation, as well as providing input on ‘lessons learnt’
when handing over and monitoring buildings in use.

Australia’s NABERs office energy rating scheme targets the in-use
energy performance throughout the development process which
is then verified by an investment-grade rating using 12 months of
metered data. These ratings have been particularly successful for
so-called Base Building services in large rented offices, typically
under control of the landlord. The analysis of Angel Court follows the
feasibility study, published on 24 May 2016, which confirmed whether
NABERS-style Commitment Agreements could work in the UK.

Waterman’s Director Mark Terndrup commented; “This pilot means
that office buildings across the UK can achieve more accurate
predictions of thermal models which has historically been a challenge.
Differentiating Base Building energy use from that used by occupiers
has provided a focus for stakeholders in Australia and has allowed the
market to drive improvement. We are convinced the same potential
exists for the UK market place.”

The 18-month pilot is led by Robert Cohen from Verco Advisory
Services and supported by Bill Bordass from the Usable Buildings
Trust. Our Building Services teams in London and Australia have

SELECTION OF NEW
COMMISSIONS
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Angel Court was designed by Fletcher Priest Architects with MEP,
structural and environmental multidisciplinary services provided by
Waterman Group.

COMMERCIAL: 37-41 Oxford Street, Epping, NSW, Aus | Bosch Building, Melbourne, Aus | Building 5 Esplanade,
Jersey | City West, L1 & L2, Sydney, Aus | Horiba MIRA, Nuneaton | The Lakes, Northampton | Unit 1, Botany
Grove, Banksmeadow, Sydney, Aus COMMUNICATION & TECHNOLOGY: Spring Park, Wiltshire EDUCATION: Lancaster
University Framework, Lancashire | Macquarie University, Sydney, Aus | Priority Schools Building Programme
(PSBP2) | Rapid Build Schools Framework, Dublin, Ire HEALTHCARE: Bayswater Medical Centre, Bayswater, Aus

Our team will provide multidisciplinary
engineering services with an increased scope of
work that can cover expertise across rail, civil &
structural, transport, highways infrastructure
and business case development for bus stations,
tunnels, ferry terminals, public attractions and
park & ride facilities.
David Prior, Associate Director, commented; “We
are delighted that this new appointment will enable
us to continue with and expand upon our existing
collaboration with Merseytravel. We look forward
to assisting with the exciting and innovative major
scheme proposals that are being developed within
the Liverpool City Region.”

Major Canary
Wharf Project

Michael Strong Strengthens
Board as New Non-Executive
Director
UK: We are pleased to welcome Michael Strong as Non-Executive Director
following the retirement of Geoff Wright.
Michael was previously employed by CBRE, the US publicly quoted company and
leading real estate adviser, as Chief Executive Officer and President of Europe,
Middle East and Africa (EMEA). He also held a position as Executive Chairman
of EMEA and, during a 15-year period, successfully implemented organic and
acquisitive growth strategies which saw the business employee numbers grow from
1,500 to 11,000.
Currently, Michael is a Non-Executive Director of NHS Property Services Limited
where he chairs the Asset and Investment Committee and is a member of the
Remuneration Committee. He is also a Non-Executive Director at GCHO Holdings
Limited, the parent of Geoffrey Osborne Limited which is a private company
involved in construction development and investment activities.
Commenting on the Board changes, Michael Baker, Chairman, said; “We are
delighted to welcome Michael to the Board. His diverse experience brings a breadth
of expertise which will be of considerable value to our business. We also wish to
take the opportunity to thank Geoff Wright for his valuable contribution over the
last ten years.”

UK: Canary Wharf Group has appointed us to provide structural
engineering for a significant development at Canary Wharf, London.
Our team will assist the Canary Wharf Group with their plans for
a further phase of the overall Canary Wharf development which is
likely to involve over 2,100,000ft2 of mixed-use buildings.

Nick Taylor, CEO of Waterman Group, commented; “We are
honoured and proud to have been appointed as structural engineers
on this development which is transforming an exciting part of
London into a location of national importance. We look forward to
developing our relationship with Canary Wharf Group to create
further iconic landmarks.”

| Broadmeadows Hospital, Victoria, Aus HIGHWAYS: Ashbourne Airfield, Derbyshire INDUSTRIAL: Yennora Masterplan, Sydney, Aus JUSTICE:
Melbourne Assessment Prison, Melbourne, Aus RESIDENTIAL: 402 Chapel Street, South Yarra, Aus | Adamstown, Dublin, Ire | Kettles Lane,
Dublin, Ire | Oldtown Phase 2, Dublin, Ire | Parkside, Dublin, Ire | Tempo 77-105 Victoria Road, Drummoyne, Sydney, Aus RETAIL: Aldi, Sydney,
Aus | Tesco, Immingham | Westpac, Green Hills, Sydney, Aus SPORTS & LEISURE: Stromlo Leisure Centre, Canberra, Aus | Sunbury Aquatic,
Victoria, Aus
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Brief News
New Link Road
in Ashbourne
UK: We have been appointed by Derbyshire
County Council to provide engineering and
environmental consultancy services on the new
Ashbourne Airfield Link Road Project.

New Group Director of
Marketing
UK: We are pleased to welcome Susan Nash as our new Group Director of
Marketing. Susan will support all Group disciplines on business processes
in relation to sales and marketing initiatives.
She is a highly experienced and motivated marketing expert with 22
years’ diverse experience. Susan joins us from Troup Bywaters + Anders
and will be working closely with our Marketing Representatives on both
strategic and hands-on duties to build upon the strong reputation and
relationships that already exist within the company, further to exploring
new relationships in more diverse market sectors.
Craig Beresford, COO of Waterman’s Property Group, commented;
“Susan will be instrumental in bringing a more cohesive approach to
our marketing efforts. Building stronger ties internally will help us to
improve our effectiveness as a group and assist in developing a greater
understanding between disciplines and teams. I welcome Susan to
Waterman Group and look forward to working closely with her in this
important position.”

Derbyshire County Council, in partnership
with Derbyshire Dales District Council and
landowner FW Harrison (Commercials) Limited,
are proposing a new link road with a signalised
junction between the existing Airfield Industrial
Estate in Ashbourne and the main A52.
The creation of the new link road is intended
to improve accessibility to the existing Airfield,
improving traffic flow through Ashbourne Town
Centre and acting as a catalyst for hundreds
of new jobs. The link road will also service a
further 8 hectares of land to the South which
has planning permission for 367 new homes,
commercial and community facilities.
Our team will provide the detailed design of
highways and drainage, ecology services and
statutory undertakers diversions and new supply.
Ruth Jeffs, Waterman’s Regional Operations
Director for the Midlands, commented; “We are
delighted to have been appointed to this strategic
project that will help deliver new homes and
employment opportunities to the local
community. We look forward to working closely
with the client and landowner to deliver this
exciting project.”

Fettes Row

New Director strengthens Waterman in the North
UK: We are delighted
to welcome Andy King
as Director of our
Structures business in
the North of England.
Andy’s appointment
represents another step
forward in strengthening
our operations in the UK.
Andy is a Chartered
Engineer with 25 years’
experience in leading
and developing
international
multidiscipline engineering consultancies. He brings to the Group
a vast amount of experience in all aspects of project management,
design and construction.
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Andy joins us from multidiscipline practice Bradshaw Gass & Hope
LLP where he was a Partner. He has worked with a number of global
high profile businesses over the course of his career, notably Ramboll
and the Halcrow Group, delivering a wide range of technically
challenging projects. Highlights include, The National Centre of
Motor Sport Engineering, The University of Salford at Media City,
the CTBUH award winning Broadcasting Tower and many sports
stadiums including Stadium Australia for the Sydney Olympics.
Craig Beresford, COO of Waterman’s Property Group, commented;
“We are delighted to welcome Andy to our team. His appointment
reflects on our ambition to enhance and strengthen the Group’s
presence in the North. I am confident that we will benefit from Andy’s
knowledge and experience of our market place. We are all looking
forward to working with him.”

A major new development in the heart of Edinburgh’s New Town.
UK: The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) has commissioned a new
residential-led mixed-use development adjacent to Edinburgh’s
UNESCO World Heritage Site, based within the city’s New Town
Conservation Area.

We completed the Energy Information Administration to support
the application for planning permission in principle which was lodged
in November 2016. Given the site’s sensitive location, key issues
included landscape and visual impact, built heritage and archaeology.

The proposed scheme will include up to 400 new residential units
with possible retail, office, hotel and restaurant facilities, and over
500 basement and lower level car parking spaces. The site is currently
occupied by an RBS data centre, offices and surface car park.

Working in close collaboration with Michael Laird Architects
and GVA James Barr, we produced a landscape strategy for the
development and assessed the maximum buildable extents of each
of the proposed urban blocks.

Our Structures team provided the initial structural appraisal to
inform the emerging scheme design. Our Building Services team
provided a utilities appraisal which identified potential constraints
to development in terms of connection to water, gas, electricity
and telecommunications.

Gavin Spowage, Associate Director, commented; “Fettes Row has
involved numerous technical specialists from across our UK offices
and we look forward to our continued involvement in this prestigious
and exciting project.”
The planning permission for the new scheme is anticipated in
March 2017.
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Brief News
Appointed to MOD’s Army Basing Programme
under Aspire Defence
UK: We are proud to announce our appointment to the Ministry
of Defence’s Army Basing Programme delivered by Aspire Defence
which is set to vastly improve the working/living conditions and
quality of life for thousands of Army soldiers.
The work, known as the Army Basing Programme (ABP), is an
extension of Project Allenby/Connaught (PAC) and covers garrisons
across Salisbury Plain and at Aldershot.
On 1st November, a construction and facilities management
amendment worth over £1.1bn was announced to the existing 35-year
long PAC contract, the largest Private Finance Initiative (PFI) for
defence estates let by the Ministry of Defence (MOD) to Aspire
Defence Limited in 2006.

PSBP is a centrally managed Government programme with an aim
to improve the overall standard of school buildings by creating
classrooms which provide access to world-class facilities for pupils
and teachers.
During the first phase of the programme, 278 schools will be rebuilt
or have their condition needs met by the Education Funding Agency
(EFA). The first school opened in 2014.
In May 2014, the Government announced it would fund a further
phase of the programme known as PSBP2 which will last from 2015
until 2021, undertaking major rebuilding and refurbishment projects
in schools in the very worst condition. Our team will provide the
building services, structures, civil and infrastructure & environment
engineering services required by Turner & Townsend to perform a
Technical Advisory role to the EFA.
Steven Halmshaw, Director of Building Services, commented;
“We are delighted to be involved in this programme of works. It is
an important commission which will transform the lives of pupils
and teachers across the country. We are striving to assist the EFA
in delivering quality schools through this programme whilst also
assisting their engagement with delivery partners to try and improve
the procurement process.”
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CIBSE Building Performance Awards 2017
Winner
Project of the Year - Public Use
Keynsham Civic Centre, Bristol

Over the next four years under the ABP contract variation, new
and enhanced garrison facilities will be completed at Bulford,
Tidworth, Perham Down, Larkhill and Aldershot by Aspire Defence
Capital Works (ADCW). By 2020, 130 new buildings and over 2,600
additional bed spaces for single soldiers will be created.
Waterman will be retained as engineering designer for over 50% of
the development programme. The value of the whole construction
programme is anticipated to be circa £680m.
Nick Taylor, CEO of Waterman Group, said; “We are honoured to
be involved in this prestigious scheme which will vastly improve the
lives of British soldiers and civilians. We look forward to meeting the
challenging requirements of the ABP and continuing to work with this
experienced team at Aspire Defence, delivering each building on time
and to the high level of quality expected of us.”

Providing engineering services for the Priority
Schools Building Programme
UK: We have been appointed by Turner & Townsend to provide
technical advice as part of the Priority Schools Building Programme
(PSBP2), including all the requisite surveys and engineering
reports to address the condition issues of schools most in need of
urgent repair.

Recent Awards

ACEI Design Excellence Awards 2017
Shortlisted
Innovation Category
Baggot Plaza, Dublin

Liam Hearne joins as new
Associate Director
AUS: We are delighted to welcome Liam Hearne as our new Associate
Director to our Structures team in Sydney.
Liam is a Chartered Engineer with 18 years’ experience of working on
Civil & Structural Projects and brings to the Group a vast knowledge of
structural and civil design for various building types.
He joins us from Opus International Consultants in Western Australia
where he was responsible for the Property Group. Prior to that, Liam was
at Garland Consulting Engineers as Regional Director in their office in
Waterford, Ireland.
Ben North, Managing Director of Waterman Sydney, commented; “We are
delighted to welcome Liam to our team. In addition to his technical skills,
Liam’s marketing and commercial experience will enhance the presence of
Waterman Group’s structural capability in Australia.”

Angel Court - first City
tower to complete in 2017
UK: Angel Court, the prestigious 300,000ft prime office building in the
heart of London’s financial district next to the Bank of England, opened its
doors on the 23rd February.
2

The 24-storey building is the newest addition to the evolving city skyline
and delivers unique panoramic views across the Bank conservation areas
and uninterrupted 360-degree views of London.
Our team worked closely with Mitsui Fudosan UK and development
partner Stanhope Plc, in our role as the multidiscipline engineer providing
MEP, structures, civil and environmental consultancy services.
Waterman’s Director Mark Terndrup said; “We are very proud to have been
involved in this prestigious scheme right from its inception in 2010. The
completion and opening is a tremendous milestone for our multidisciplinary
engineering and environmental teams. We worked closely with Fletcher
Priest Architects throughout to provide sustainable and innovative
solutions which have made this an exemplary project, one of the first
London City commercial offices to secure a BREEAM 2014 Excellent Design
Stage Assessment. Angel Court offers great flexibility for tenants and can
accommodate a variety of technical requirements.”

The WhatHouse? Awards 2016
Winner
Best Regeneration
The Buttercross, Witney
Revo Gold Awards 2016
Winner
Catering and Leisure Destination
Guildhall Shopping Centre, Exeter
Winner
New Centre of the Year
Friars Walk, Newport
Society of Façade Engineering Awards 2016
Winner
Façade of the Year - Refurbishment
10 Burlington Street, London
The Energy Awards 2016
Winner
Commercial Building Project of the Year
7 Air Street, London
Collaborative Awards 2016
Shortlisted
Public/Private Sector Category
Waterman in partnership with The Midlands
Highway Alliance and AECOM
Investors in Young People Awards 2016
Highly Commended
Excellence in Business Support
Waterman Group
Glasgow Institute of Architects Awards 2016
Winner
Best Healthcare Project
Ballymena Healthcare Centre, Ballymena
Building Better Healthcare Awards 2016
Winner
Best Primary Care Development
Ballymena Healthcare Centre, Ballymena
Construction Excellence Awards 2016
Winner of Best Healthcare Building
Judges Special Commendation for Overall Best
Building in Northern Ireland 2016
Ballymena Healthcare Centre, Ballymena
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Selfridges

The ultimate global destination for luxury accessories

S

elfridges’ 107-year old flagship store in Central
London will triple the size of its current
luxury handbag department. Its vision to be
the destination for the most extraordinary customer
experience will change the way customers shop for luxury
accessories and designer handbags in its exceptional
60,000ft2 footprint.

We carried out extensive tracing of the existing
mechanical and electrical services to develop a robust
strategy for accommodating the new department. A
substantial quantum of existing plant was relocated from
the ground floor into the basement areas to maximise the
sales area and the creation of a new mezzanine deck at the
North end of the site to allow for an air handling plant.

Designed in close collaboration with the highly esteemed
British architect David Chipperfield, Selfridges’
Accessories Hall is an awe-inspiring, wall-less single space
destination without equal around the world.

Externally, the masterplan will maximise public realm
opportunities with the Duke Street façade of the store
undergoing a dramatic alteration, making way for a new
triple-height entrance into the Accessories Hall which
has been created to unify the store’s hitherto mismatched
aesthetic.

Due to open in three main phases over the next two years,
the Accessories Hall is part of the biggest investment
project undertaken by Selfridges with over £300m having
been pledged to transform the eastern wing on Duke
Street of the London store over four years.

Mark Terndrup, Director of Building Services,
commented; “We are very proud to be involved in
this complex project where the team have worked
extremely hard to guarantee that Phase 1 was open on
time, delivering an exceptional quality space. We took
particular care in the design and co-ordination of the
building services to ensure that the installation was
perfectly integrated with the finishes, allowing David
Chipperfield’s vision for the space to be delivered without
compromise on behalf of Selfridges.”

Within the Accessories Hall, phase one reveals 10 new
luxury concept brand boutiques with flagship accessories
including high end fashion names such as Burberry,
Chanel, Gucci, Jimmy Choo and Mulberry.
We were appointed to carry out building services
engineering works on this prestigious scheme.
Working hand in hand with the contractor to deliver a
‘hands on’ design approach, our team's experience and
expertise in dealing with complex building services
coordination enabled a fast track delivery programme
which carefully considered how best to integrate the
services within the existing building fabric and structure
whilst accommodating the interior design aspirations.
This included the use of low energy LED display lighting
to reduce the carbon footprint.

We are now proceeding with Phase 2 works in the corner
of Oxford Street and Duke Street which commenced in
January 2017 and are due to be finalised in the autumn.
Phase 3 is due for completion in spring 2018.
Contact: Mark Terndrup, Director, Building Services
mark.terndrup@watermangroup.com

THE FOUNT
Anchoring the whole Accessories Hall space is
The Fount – a new cocktail concept bar opened
in partnership with renowned Mixologist and
winner of the International Bartender of the
Year Award 2015, Ryan Chetiyawardana – aka
My Lyon. The Bijou 14 seater bar menu includes
cocktails, natural wines, enhanced waters,
tisanes and water infusions.
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Major School Development
Programme in Ireland
We are extremely proud of our Ireland team’s appointment as the first external partner to assist the Department of
Education and Skill’s site acquisition process. With the intention of implementing a rigorous planning and technical based
assessment of potential sites, we will assist the Department in identifying suitable locations and ultimately reduce the
average cost and time to deliver these new schools.

Two exemplar new school projects

Image courtesy of ARPL Architects

Kingswood Secondary School (r) and Harcourt Terrace Primary School (l) are being designed to trial new
standards for adoption in the future of educational buildings in Ireland.

Two exemplar new school projects

ith Ireland experiencing continued long
term growth in its population over the last
15 years, the Department of Education
and Skills has identified the need for
new school facilities to meet the needs of
expanding communities. Throughout this time, our team
has established an in-depth knowledge of the particular
requirements for school development projects having
completed numerous commissions on behalf of the
Department and various education governing bodies.

W

30 sites throughout the country
We are currently providing civil and structural
engineering services for the 2015-2017 Rapid Build
Schools Framework which includes; new 750 to
1,000-pupil secondary schools at Balbriggan and
Carrigaline; new primary schools at Fermoy, Cabra,
Tyrellstown, Mulhudart, Firhouse, Lucan, and Limerick;
a temporary school in Firhouse and an extension to the
existing school in Charleville.
This appointment involves early stage planning and design
work to obtain a grant of planning for school facilities at
30 sites throughout the country.
10
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Our role has required us to engage with Local Planning
Authorities throughout the country to negotiate
suitable access, services and utilities provision. In most
cases, detailed external works designs were required to
accompany the planning applications in addition to Traffic
Impact Assessments, Mobility Management Plans and
Flood Risk Assessments.

Site Appraisal and Acquisition Team

Once planning permission has been granted, specimen
designs are then prepared to enable procurement of
Design and Build contractors whilst detailed designs
prepared by the Contractors’ designers are vetted, and
progress on site is monitored.

Working with planners and property consultants, the
team will assess and rank potential sites that could
accommodate the desired facilities. Our role requires
initial desk top studies to identify engineering constraints
and detailed studies including; engagement with local
authority technical services departments, services and
utility providers and other third parties, development of
sketch scheme layouts, external play areas, site access,
drop-off and parking areas. This allows the Department to
select the preferred sites for procurement.

We were recently re-appointed by the Department to fulfil
the same role on the Rapid Build Schools Framework for
2017-2018, this time for the provision of a further
20 projects.

Another recent appointment by the Department is as a
member of a Site Appraisal and Acquisition team. We will
work directly with the Department’s Planning Unit to
identify viable locations for new schools in areas where the
need for these facilities has been identified.

Kingswood Secondary School and Harcourt Terrace
Primary School are being designed to trial new standards
for adoption in the future of educational buildings in
Ireland. We have secured appointments for full civil and
structural engineering services from master planning to
completion of construction for both schools, in addition to
providing building services consultancy for the Harcourt
Terrace project.
The £15m Kingswood scheme is due to commence
construction in early 2017 and will provide facilities for
1,000 pupils, while the £8.5m 24 classroom development at
Harcourt Terrace is currently at planning stage.

Our future in education
Paul O’Connell, MD of Waterman Moylan, says; “The
education sector is likely to continue to provide a steady
stream of new work for us over the coming years. The
expansion of schools is set to continue, driven by a growing
population and the development of new residential
communities around the existing major urban centres. Our
expertise and reputation should ensure that our leading
role in the provision of engineering services on school
projects continues.”
Contact: Paul O’Connell, Managing Director,
Waterman Moylan
p.oconnell@waterman-moylan.ie
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33

CENTRAL
King William Street

This was achieved through implementation of a
comprehensive technical assessment during the
early stages of the demolition. The site’s historic
record information was coupled with a suite of
sampling and testing to demonstrate ongoing
durability for the new life of the building.

A world class building within Central London
33 Central’s prime location
on King William Street
near London Bridge offers
magnificent views along
the River Thames.

T

The assessment provided the necessary
information on the buried and inaccessible
founding structures, the output of which
enabled us to amend the technical parameters
used for a detailed finite element analysis. This
resulted in a fully Eurocode compliant reuse
design and a seamless
transition
from demolition
unique selling
to reconstruction.

he unique Grade A office block boasts
227,000ft2 across 11-storeys and the
design of the building has drawn on
a ‘contextual modernist’ approach to
address the surrounding
landscape and draw out
The project’s
the site’s inherent value
and character.
point comes in

the form
of its foundation reuse
where our team salvaged
all 160 existing piles and
reinforced concrete raft.

Its efficient plan
maximises volume
under St. Paul’s heights
and allows daylight
in from all sides. The
façade, which wraps
the irregular curving
form, addresses the issues of urban design by
mirroring its neighbours in colour and texture.
The base blends from a hard, dark granite into
a network of stainless steel and glass, windows,
frame and sun shading terracotta ceramic fins.
Key features of the development include a
double height reception of over 4,300ft2,
secure storage for 237 bicycles, and a quarter
acre roof top garden offering panoramic
views of London’s iconic landmarks, with
greater fit-out flexibility permitting 1
workspace per 8m2 for 20% more staff than
a conventional development.
Working alongside John Robertson Architects,
our Structures team were appointed by HB
Reavis to provide structural engineering
services.

The selection of a
new steelwork frame
enabled a long span,
column free office
space to be created
which significantly
contributed to the time
and cost savings of foundation reuse due to its
lightweight characteristics.
The success of our team’s collaboration with HB
Reavis has seen us appointed on their second
speculative office development project in the
UK, 20 Farringdon Street, which is currently
rising from foundations.
Julian Traxler, Regional Director, commented,
“We are delighted to have played a key role in
supporting international developer HB Reavis
with their first project in the UK. We look
forward to continuing our collaboration with
them in the future.”
Contact: Julian Traxler, Regional Director,
Structures
julian.traxler@watermangroup.com

From an engineering perspective, the project’s
unique selling point comes in the form of its
foundation reuse where our team salvaged all
160 existing piles and reinforced concrete raft.

Images courtesy of HB Reavis
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Offsite manufacturing has not only significantly
reduced all site testing and pre-commissioning
activities, it has increased the entire
programme’s efficiency, quality and helped
accelerate critical path activities.

Clarges
Street

An outstanding new benchmark for commercial space in Mayfair

7 Clarges Street forms the commercial aspect of
British Land’s landmark mixed-use development in
Mayfair, the Clarges Estate, which comprises premium
residences at Clarges Mayfair as well as a new
headquarters for the renowned Kennel Club.
Spanning 4,564m2, 7 Clarges Street offers
exceptional quality West End office accommodation
and is now over 80% let to leading international
firms. Designed by award-winning architects Squire
and Partners, the development has been inspired by
its Mayfair location and surrounding architecture
including that of neighbouring buildings The Ritz
and the Royal Academy.
The scheme has been described as ‘intrinsically
Mayfair’ as a result of its traditional architectural
expression, incorporating a modern twist into the
6-storey office block in order to meet the demands of
the evolving workforce.
Featuring a cohesive architectural landscape, the
building is designed to encourage a healthy, active
lifestyle through the creation of spaces that have a
positive social and environmental impact.

- AN ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE We were appointed as structural, building services,
civil and environmental engineers in collaboration
with Squire and Partners Architects and Laing
O’Rourke on this prestigious build within the heart
of London.
With the site in close proximity to several
underground transport networks, an innovative
approach was taken to procurement with
Laing O’Rourke to ensure early cost certainty
and maximise potential for off-site
manufacturing without impacting on the efficiency
of our performance.
Structurally, the Design for Manufacture and
Assembly (DfMA) products we chose included
precast ‘twin-wall’ concrete walls and stair flights
within the central core.
The ambitious programme and phasing
requirements drove the need to conceive a new
and innovative processes and methods. We worked
closely with Laing O’Rourke’s DfMA product team
to research and develop a new precast floor solution
called the E6 Megaplank. These planks, for which
Clarges is the first project to use, is a solid precast
concrete floor slab that allows installation, on a
floor-by-floor basis, within 10 minutes and results
in an entire floor being placed in a single day,
providing immediate access on to the newly placed
plank by site personnel.
The Megaplank’s unique structure allowed the
layout and circulation of the office floors to be
kept simple and open plan for future occupants,
increasing occupancy of the building to one person
per 8m2 instead of one person per 10m2. With a
single core located to the north elevation of the
building, each floor remains column-free in order to
benefit from natural daylight.

Image courtesy of James Jones
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Image courtesy of Gareth Gardner

Image courtesy of James Jones

- REDUCING COST AND TIME ON SITE
THROUGH DIGITAL ENGINEERING &
OFFSITE MANUFACTURING Image courtesy of British Land

- A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE Our Building Services team worked with Squire and
Partners Architects to optimise the façade design,
providing a selection of high performance glass to
specifically reduce the energy use, and meet the
required holistic approach to sustainability and
carbon footprint reduction.
This was further achieved by the low energy features
used throughout the development which included
LED dimmable daylight controlled lighting, the
latest DC motor variable volume control fan
coil units and high efficiency condensing boilers
supplementing the site wide Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) plant.
The building achieves a 45% improvement over
the regulatory Part L2A (TER) requirements and
an exemplary EPC A rating in combination with
incorporating 130m2 of rooftop photovoltaic cells
panels to generate clean energy.
Our strategic sustainability advice has facilitated
the scheme’s delivery of a BREEAM ‘Excellent’
rating, and water usage has been substantially
reduced with rain and grey water harvesting in
conjunction with low water usage sanitary fittings.
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We successfully delivered the full MEP services
design to BIM level 2 and engaged with Laing
O’Rourke’s M&E team from Crowne House
Technologies to develop the design and BIM model
to suit the M&E services offsite prefabrication
strategy. This collaborative approach facilitated
early procurement of the riser and main services
distribution modules as well as main plant skids.
Off-site manufacturing has not only significantly
reduced all site testing and pre-commissioning
activities, it has increased the entire programme’s
efficiency, quality and helped accelerate critical
path activities.
We managed the utility co-ordination from the
early stages, allowing for the provision of temporary
substations whilst the extensive new UK Power
Networks substations were constructed in the
basement. The substation ventilation is achieved
through light wells that Squire and Partners
Architects discreetly integrated into the façade at
ground level.
To maximise net lettable office area of the terraced
upper floors, the plant was predominantly located
in the two levels of the basement. The BIM
co-ordination of the basement areas was critical
and enabled full validation of spacial fit and
installation sequencing prior to the works
commencing, including space for a full back up
generator provision.

- INTRINSICALLY MAYFAIR There has been a particular emphasis on attention
to detail throughout the entire building with
a 'clubhouse feel' embodied within the office
accommodation, resulting from the comprehensive
suite of facilities, which include a Brompton bike
storage and repair station, spa-quality changing
facilities and leather-lined lift interiors.
The ground floor reception’s proclamation as a semiprivate gallery space is a testament to the building’s
luxurious heritage. Achieved through the strategic
placement of specially commissioned artwork which
showcases the very best of local craftsmanship, this
multi-functional space creates a lasting impression
on all its visitors.

Image courtesy of Gareth Gardner

Craig Beresford, COO of Waterman's Property
Group, commented; “We are extremely proud to
have played a key role in this ambitious project
which has used advanced technology to increase the
speed of construction, minimised site operations, and
aided site logistics for this new landmark address in
the heart of London.”
7 Clarges Street was completed in June 2016 and
has been shortlisted for the 2017 BCO Awards –
Commercial Workplace.
Contact: Jody Pearce, Director, Structures,
jody.pearce@watermangroup.com
Mark Terndrup, Director, Building Services,
mark.terndrup@watermangroup.com
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Siemens

The close proximity of North Sea offshore wind farms has
proven a golden ticket for Siemens latest endeavour.

Manufacturing Facility, Hull

With the overhead cranes running across the spans on
rails within all the production bays, smaller console cranes
will run on steel support rails underneath. Crane support
movements need to be tightly controlled due to the gantry
girder having to accommodate biaxial loading. Our design
uses a heavy steel plate welded to the top of a traditional
I-beam rather than the traditional horizontal channel, for
ease of fabrication.

The biggest influence on the local economy for generations.

The exterior of the construction is a combination of
precast concrete panels up to 2.4m and composite cladding
to the roof level. The architectural design for the cladding
sees it spanning horizontally between the columns, with
no sheeting rails. This is unusual, and required additional
secondary vertical steel at the main columns to provide a
consistent fixing plane for the cladding.

Siemens have completed an ambitious £160m wind turbine manufacturing facility to mould the world’s longest wind turbine blades.

T

he close proximity of North Sea offshore
wind farms has proven a golden ticket for
Siemens latest endeavour in creating a
substantial 40,000m2 factory in the city of
Hull, in partnership with Associated British
Ports at Alexandra Dock.

Due to the significant size of the turbine blades, the design
of the steel-framed multi-span braced structure measures
300m long by 116m across, with the largest spans being
47m. Whilst manufacturing, painting and drilling these
substantial sized wind turbine blades, the site is expected
to store them on a specially prepared dockside ahead of its
delivery to their offshore destination.

The northern section of the manufacturing roof extends
to 15m to accommodate the industrial sized cranes used
throughout the manufacturing process, the biggest of which
has a 40t-capacity, and was said to be the most challenging
aspect of the steelwork design.
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Our Structures team were appointed to work alongside
Mace, Volker Fitzpatrick and Pringle Brandon
Perkins Will Architects on a full design brief for the
manufacturing facility, and our Infrastructure &
Environment team were appointed for BREEAM and
Principal Designer Advisor duties. We were also appointed
as Principal designer for the client fit-out phase. As part
of the scope, the team completed compliance visits to four
equipment suppliers outside of the UK.

Due to the significant size of the turbine blades, the design of
the steel-framed multi-span braced structure measures 300m
long by 116m across, with the largest spans being 47m.

A 2-storey office block connects to the manufacturing
plant and features a ‘slim floor’ construction consisting of
precast concrete planks supported by plates attached to
the underside of the steel members, allowing the slabs to
sit within the depth of the beams. This provides the flat
soffit required by the client, which is exposed over the
majority of the office spaces.
The northern section of the manufacturing roof extends
to 15m to accommodate the industrial sized cranes used
throughout the manufacturing process, the biggest of
which has a 40t-capacity, and was said to be the most
challenging aspect of the steelwork design.

The project also included the design of a second building
for logistic support to the overall Siemens port activities.
This building is smaller on plan, but reaches 22m in height
and includes three overhead cranes of 100t-capacity each.
Mark Billington, Structures Director, commented;
“The team worked well alongside a very hands-on
Client to develop the factory design to suit very specific
manufacturing requirements. The building is all about
function and we hope to witness the successful completion
of its blades for years to come.”
The factory was officially opened on the 1st December
2016.
Contact: Mark Billington, Director, Structures
mark.billington@watermangroup.com
Tara Fry, Technical Director,
Infrastructure & Environment
tara.fry@watermangroup.com
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THE REFURBISHMENT OF 55 GRESHAM STREET WILL CREATE A NEW CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
IN ONE OF THE CITY’S MOST PRESTIGIOUS LOCATIONS, BEING CLOSE TO THE BANK OF ENGLAND
WITH ICONIC VIEWS OF LONDON.
The 9-storey scheme designed by Fletcher
Priest Architects will transform the building
from 85,000ft2, adding an additional
42,000ft2. This will be achieved by expanding
the lower six floors of the existing building.
The development involves the creation of
a new roof pavilion to provide attractive
tenant amenity space and will introduce a
new main office entrance on the corner of
Gresham Street and Wood Street.
We provided structural, building services and
highway/transport advice for this significant
commercial refurbishment.
Our structures team undertook a technical
assessment of the retained lower floors to
justify the modifications required at roof
level which involved plant room and floor
replacement. To achieve the additional
pavilion area, the original roof top plant
solution has been largely reversed giving
20

55
GRESHAM

STREET

back valuable space at the top of the building
with the majority being relocated to the
lower levels.
To reflect modern office aspirations and space
planning, the refurbishment solution includes
the infill of the existing atrium which
required careful coordination of structural
and M&E services to keep within the
available ceiling zones. The office entrance
was relocated with a dramatic cantilever
structure incorporated in the upper floors.
We implemented a flexible design strategy
in order to best integrate the M&E services
with the constraints of the existing building
structure and planning height requirements
whilst providing efficient floor plates. This
also included using an underfloor system
on the 9th floor in order to maintain the
architectural vision.

Images courtesy of Fletcher Priest Architects

The design approach aims to produce a
building that is sensitive to this part of the
City, and includes an elegant frame enlivened
with crafted metal and textured glass panels.
The new scheme is to be of composite stone
which is more appropriate to Gresham Street,
drawing inspiration from both the immediate
built context and the wider history of the
site. To achieve this, modifications to the core
required lateral stability to be rigorously
assessed and slab edges were amended to
allow for the new modern cladding.
Ensuring that the scheme delivers
sustainable heating and lighting solutions
was a key factor in the development.
Sustainable features include heat pump
heating and cooling with domestic hot water
generated from a high efficiency CO2 heat
pump. Two floors and the pavilion are being
fitted out to Cat A standard which includes
dimmable LED lighting with presence

We implemented a flexible
design strategy in order
to best integrate the M&E
services with the constraints
of the existing building
structure and planning
height requirements whilst
providing efficient floor plates.
detection. This solution allows individual
tenants to adapt their own systems without
disrupting other occupiers as well as
facilitating different operational hours and
standalone energy metering.
We have worked closely with Fletcher
Priest Architects to develop the new energy
efficient façade that optimises the balance
of useful daylight penetration whilst
minimising solar gain through the use of
high performance glazing.

The anticipated BREEAM target is
‘Very Good’.
Mark Terndrup, Director of Building
Services, commented: “We are delighted
to have been able to bring our expertise in
commercial refurbishment to this scheme. Our
extensive experience has enabled us to work
with the project team to quickly overcome
the challenges faced when refurbishing and
extending existing building stock, creating
an exemplary and highly desirable BCO
compliant office accommodation.”
The project is due for completion in 2018.
Contact: Mark Terndrup, Director,
Building Services
mark.terndrup@watermangroup.com
Jody Pearce, Regional Director, Structures
jody.pearce@watermangroup.com
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The project was delivered using BIM Level 2 protocols,
winning ‘BIM Project of the Year 2016’ at the recent
Constructing Excellence in Wales Awards, and
achieving BREEAM ‘Excellent’ accreditation.

New Education Centre for

Holywell

The first phase of Holywell Learning Campus opened to students in September 2016,
bringing together the local Infants, Junior and Secondary Schools under one roof.
Construction began in January 2015 on this ambitious
£27.6m development in Flintshire. The new co-located
school, built within the grounds of the former Holywell
High School, accommodates over 900 pupils and staff
within a 21st century facility.
This new development is a mixture of single, two and three
storey buildings, with associated play areas, community
hub, sports and car parking facilities. The single-storey
primary school accommodates 315 pupils, replacing the
current local Infants and Junior Schools, whilst the two
and three storey Secondary School accommodates over 600
student places, replacing the existing High School.
We were appointed to provide civil, structural, building
services and environmental consultancy services by
contractor Galliford Try, working alongside Architect
Lovelock Mitchell to create this geometrically challenging
design for the client, Flintshire County Council, whilst
providing a low energy, naturally ventilated school building
for the future.

DEMONSTRATING A CORE STRENGTH OF
CONSTRUCTION
We faced numerous challenges, not least of which was the
steeply sloping site, requiring over 90,000m³ of earthworks
in order to create the development plateaus. Phase 1
extended to within a few metres of the existing high school,
necessitating innovative temporary works solutions to
retain the 5m level difference, whilst ensuring the existing
school remained operational. Piled foundations were used
to minimise differential settlement across the cut and
filled areas.
The building’s super-structure is created using a steel frame
with composite metal deck floors to achieve the long clear
spans and complex geometry which includes the elliptical
form of the central hub and atrium. The 4-storey high
atrium was considered the most complicated section of the
whole scheme, with classrooms on the first and second floors
opening onto substantial balconies which cantilevered out
over the atrium, creating a column free space at ground
floor. The balconies in turn support 16m span link bridges,
connecting both sides of the atrium.
The use of 3D modelling was essential in resolving the
geometrical issues and complex junctions, fully
integrating the structure and building services within
the architectural envelope.
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Images courtesy of Galliford Try & Infinite 3D

The project was delivered using BIM Level 2
protocols, winning ‘BIM Project of the Year
2016’ at the recent Constructing Excellence
in Wales Awards, and achieving BREEAM
‘Excellent’ accreditation. It has been acclaimed
by the Welsh Education Authority as the
standard upon which all future education
projects should be delivered. The Constructing
Excellence project review stated that ‘the
Holywell Campus is a rare example of a project
fully exploiting BIM to cut time and costs and
maximise value, yielding benefits far beyond the
construction phase’.
Robert Bradley, Regional Director in
Manchester, commented; “This was a complex
and challenging project, greatly benefited by the
use of a fully integrated BIM model to deliver the
architectural, structural and building services
engineering design. We worked closely with
Architect Lovelock Mitchell, and were able to
assess design issues quickly, to provide fast,
fully co-ordinated and holistic responses to
Galliford Try, allowing important decisions to
be made informatively.”
The main school buildings were delivered on
programme in July 2016, while Phase 2 is now
underway and due for handover in April 2017.

Contact: Robert Bradley, Regional Director, Structures
robert.bradley@watermangroup.com
Tim Davies, Regional Director, Building Services
tim.davies@watermangroup.com
John Hughes, Associate Director, Infrastructure & Environment
john.hughes@watermangroup.com
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Sutton High Street
The brownfield site in Sutton town centre has been transformed into
a new vibrant area and includes retail and residential developments.
The £50m mixed-use development by LXB Retail
Properties plc is the regeneration of a six-acre former
gas works site, located on Sutton High Street in Greater
London. The site contained a gas holder station with
associated infrastructure, commercial and retail buildings.
It was historically used as petrol filling stations, garages
and for the production and storage of coal gas.
The redevelopment includes a block of 186 apartments,
shops, restaurants and a public plaza at the northern end
of Sutton town centre. A further 26,000ft2 of retail space
on-site will create capacity for 500 new local jobs
in total.
The scheme was designed to deliver an improved
pedestrian link between Sutton Green and the High Street
and form a new Northern Gateway to Central Sutton,
whilst complementing the Sutton Station improvement
work to the South.

Meeting land requirements and
overcoming challenges
Our Infrastructure & Environment team were appointed
to provide services on contaminated land matters for
the site. This included preparation of desk studies and
reviews of existing information, undertaking intrusive
investigations, ground gas, vapour and groundwater
monitoring and interpretive reporting.

The delivery of the project required acquisition of the
Sutton Gas Holder Station from Southern Gas Networks
(SGN) and residual gaswork land from National Grid
Property Holdings (NGPH). To obtain access to the site,
our team carried out ground investigations of the property
and implemented a remediation strategy, which was a
particular requirement of NGPH. There were challenging
issues to be worked through with NGPH and SGN due
to the presence of an unremediated infilled former relief
holder straddling the boundary between the plots with an
electricity substation on top. We factored these challenges
into the overall programme for the project, which
were kept under review to ensure all stakeholders were
involved, informed and their aspirations met. The site was
fully remediated for its proposed use and the necessary
approvals from the Environment Agency and
the London Borough of Sutton were obtained.

Remediation strategies and sustainability
initiatives
A new 2-storey Sainsbury’s supermarket, with a glass
atrium main entrance, is in the heart of the square.
The store is located on the former gasworks
site, whilst the residential properties are
situated to the east of the site.

We liaised with the design team on the remediation and
obstruction removal works to facilitate construction of
the piled foundations to the Sainsbury’s building. We set
the remediation criteria to optimise the reuse of excavated
materials and soil treatment during the works to achieve
the finished levels across the site.
The Sainsbury’s store does not require a gas supply,
instead energy is generated from ground source heat
pumps with closed loops within deep boreholes into the
chalk aquifer and photovoltaic panels on the roof. We
coordinated with the designer and provided information
on the ground conditions and remediation works as part of
the process.
Carl Slater, Technical Director, commented; “Waterman has
extensive experience in the redevelopment of former gas
works sites, and other complex schemes, and we are pleased
to have worked on this exciting project from acquisition,
through to planning and construction. Our team have
worked hard to quickly overcome remediation challenges
on-site to ensure needs and expectations were met.”
The Old Gas Works in Sutton was
successfully completed in 2016.
Contact: Carl Slater, Technical Director,
Infrastructure & Environment
carl.slater@watermangroup.com

Post-acquisition, and to facilitate securing a planning
permission for the site, we project managed an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and undertook
numerous technical studies including, air quality, noise
and vibration.
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Technical Showcase

John Lewis Superstructure
at Victoria Gate
Newest retail developments diamond-shaped
latticework raises the bar for northern shopping
Forming part of the larger Victoria Gate Development in Leeds, the
17,000m2 John Lewis Partnership (JLP) building is a steel and reinforced
concrete frame which boasts five-storeys and 4 levels of retail units, a roof
level with split plant and restaurant facilities and two levels of basement.

The store’s intricate geometry was also

A prestigious new retail landmark

carried over to the car park façade

Designed by architects ACME, Victoria Gate pays homage
to Leeds’ merchandising and textile history with a striking
façade that takes inspiration from the surrounding
architecture, creating a visual masterpiece of precast
panels clad with terracotta tiles that provide a multitude
of shadows and depth across the building.

which was made up of hundreds of
twisting aluminium fins to reference
the department store’s diagrid pattern.

The façade showcases a diamond shaped arrangement
of precast panels and glazed infills in front of a diagonal
arrangement of steel columns (diagrid), resulting in the
store’s beautifully unique elevations.

Cladding support methodology

Waterman was appointed by Hammerson to
carry out structural, building services
and civil engineering consultancy
services on the development's
ambitious and impressive
superstructure alongside
Sir Robert McAlpine.

Our Structures team proposed diagonal columns behind
the solid elements of the façade to suit the proposed
fenestration pattern.
The junctions between the diagrid elements or nodes
were set up in a regular 4.2m horizontal grid with vertical
spacing between the nodes getting closer towards the top
of the building to match the arrangement of the cladding
panels. This created the illusion of the diagrid frame
curving inwards when it was in fact completely vertical.
Steel was used for the diagrid elements to achieve the
column arrangements dictated by the façade with the
minimum structural depth. One of the key structural
considerations for the diagrid frame were the Von Mises
stresses, the combined principal stresses resulting from
the intersection of vertical and lateral loads from diagrid
elements at nodes.
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The
façade
showcases a
diamond shaped
arrangement of
precast panels and
glazed infills in front
of a diagonal arrangement
of steel columns (diagrid),
resulting in the store’s beautifully
unique elevations.

The store’s intricate geometry was also carried over to
the car park façade which was made up of hundreds of
twisting aluminium fins. Natural ventilation is permitted
through the fins spacing, creating an ever-shifting pattern
of light, shadow and reflections throughout the course of
the day.
Compared to a more traditional frame, the structural
analysis methods used for the diagrid were more complex
in nature due to its tendency to act more like a pierced
shell or series of trusses and arches. This aspect, together
with the large number of load types and combinations
requiring consideration, meant we had to devise an
innovative ‘structural point cloud’ for a more efficient
method of statistical data management to interpret the
design output.

Another significant aspect of the John Lewis design can
be found in the central atrium which boasts an impressive
21m x 21m column free space around the atrium perimeter
achieved by spanning the structural slab diagonally
between the inner line of columns. As well as creating a
dramatic and uninterrupted circulation space, the design
was achieved without any downstand beams which could
affect retail fit-out flexibility.

BIM co-ordination
Our team used Building Information Management (BIM)
as means of defining the diagrid node geometry in 3D
space which was verified with the 3D steelwork model by
the fabricators prior to production.
Waterman’s Director Charlie Scott, said; “We are
extremely proud to have been involved in this new
and iconic retail scheme in the heart of Leeds. The
intricate design and precise coordination needed for the
perimeter diagrid structure was both challenging and
highly rewarding. Our involvement in Victoria Gate is
a tremendous achievement and a career highlight for the
entire project team after many years of commitment.”
Victoria Gate’s grand opening took place on
20th October 2016.
Contact: Charlie Scott, Director, Structures
charles.scott@watermangroup.com
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Making a difference
Charity Burns Night
Our Alun Rae, Regional Director for Scotland, was a guest of Thomson Gray
at the Alternative Burns Night at the Ghillie Dhu in Edinburgh. The event
raised over £12,000 in aid of Seamab, a very special school for children aged
between 4 and 11 with complex learning needs. The charity has now also
been linked with Bal Kumari School at Bhainsepati in Nepal which sustained
serious structural damage during the earthquakes, resulting in one of their
school buildings having to be demolished and a temporary learning Centre
being built to provide an additional classroom.
Alun commented; “It was a fantastic celebration of Burns night, especially
with the warm venue, generosity of the guests, toasting the Haggis and
fantastic Ceilidh dancing!”

Ritu Rajashekar
joins UK-GBC’s
2017 Future Leaders
programme

Highly Commended at the
Investors in Young People Awards
We are thrilled to have been Highly Commended at the 2016
Investors in Young People Awards in the category for ‘Excellence in
Business Support’.

We are delighted that Ritu Rajashekar, our Senior
Sustainability Consultant, has joined the UK Green Building
Council’s 2017 Future Leaders programme.
Now in its 4th year, the 9-month programme brings together
early-stage professionals from across the built environment
industry to take part in a unique programme of leadership and
innovation. Future Leaders provides a forum for tomorrow’s
leaders to work with the most critical issues that the sector
will face in the future, and challenges participants to work
collaboratively to address these.
The programme takes participants on a journey to develop
skills in personal leadership, collaborative thinking, business
model development, innovation and storytelling.
The programme commenced on the 25th January 2017 with
a two day residential, followed by a series on innovation
workshops, where Future Leaders developed unique business
models and presented them to current business leaders in the
built environment.
Anna Bacon, Director of Infrastructure & Environment, is
an active member of the UK-GBC Leaders’ Network and
engages in a range of activities and attends events. The
Network brings together senior leaders and has a vital role
in driving transformational change, by influencing
responsible business practice, Government policy and
sustainable performance.
Commenting on Ritu’s involvement in the programme,
Anna said; “We are thrilled to support Ritu in this exciting
initiative, and we look forward to watching her grow and
develop through the experience.”
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Antonio Espinar’s MS
Sydney to the Gong Ride
Our Antonio Espinar took part in the MS Sydney to the Gong Ride in
November in aid of Australians living with Multiple Sclerosis. The charity
raised a staggering $2.7m thanks to the 10,000 volunteers who took part in
the costal route which started in Sydney Park, St Peters, and crossed the
finishing line in Wollongong.
Cycling a total of 70.7km, Antonio took in spectacular scenery including the
Royal National Park and famous Sea Cliff Bridge. He commented; “The ride
was absolutely awesome and I got to see some amazing sights, although the
train ride back was far more relaxing.”

Support the ‘Together at
Christmas’ campaign for
Better Bankside
A donation box was placed in reception of our London office on behalf
of Better Bankside. Staff were encouraged to provide donations of any
warm clothes, toiletries and festive, non-perishable food which were then
distributed to various local charities supporting homeless and vulnerable
people in Bankside prior to Christmas.

The award recognises businesses that have been most supportive of
the nominating school/college in providing effective collaboration,
resources and mentoring to improve and enhance the employment
prospects of its students.
We were nominated for the award by Viv Madden, Careers Manager
at Epping St John’s school, to recognise the continued support that
our team have provided. Fraser Paris, Thomas Wright, Kevin Paldano,
Sam Wardle and Kalliopi Florides have all been tremendous mentors in
offering their students work experience, careers speed dating, careers
conventions, mock interviews and CV workshops.
Our team was presented with this prestigious award by John Jowers,
Vice Chairman of Essex County Council and Gagan Mohindra,
Councillor of Epping Forest District Council at the awards ceremony
which was held on 10th November at the Waltham Abbey Marriott
Hotel in Essex.

Fraser, commented; “We’ve been supporting the students at Epping St
John’s school for the past 2 years, from helping them write their first
CV, through to offering work experience; it’s been a really rewarding
process. If we can help the students get into the jobs they want, whilst
inspiring some to get into engineering, then it’s all been worthwhile.
This also gives us benefits in community activities, presentation skills
and communication skills in preparing for our Civil/Structures
chartership exams.”
Congratulations to the team for their great work and the support
they’ve shown.
We firmly believe in supporting young people considering engineering
as a career. Our programme's offer work experience and student
placements in all regions and disciplines to many schools and
universities, providing a real insight into the world of engineering and
environmental consultancy. We strive to inspire young people with their
career defining decision.

Movember
1 in 6 men will be diagnosed with
prostate cancer in his lifetime and every
year men are dying before their time as a
result of testicular cancer, mental health
and suicide. Staff across our UK offices
took part in various fundraising events
throughout November to raise money for
Movember, a charity which helps men
live happier, healthier and longer lives.
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Back Page
Awaiting image to be
taken this week

Our talent is shaping
our future!
We are proud to be able to attract the
highest calibre of talent across all disciplines
within the business.

